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Remove the Gray from
Weathered Wood
Wood left untreated will generally
turn very gray or black due to sun
exposure and weathering. With Strip
& Brite it is possible to remove the
discoloration from weathered wood
and return it to its original new color.
Remove Darkening and Failed
Oil Finishes
Has your finish failed or is the wood
turning very dark? Perhaps it has
grayed in places but not others?
When discoloration is uneven and
patchy, the wood needs to be stripped
so you can start with a clean, even
colored surface before re-treating.
Strip & Brite will remove failed oil
finishes and the discoloration that is
a result of UV damage, fungi, and
general darkening. Strip & Brite will
not remove acrylic or latex finishes.

How Does It Work?

Above: Before and after Strip & Brite applied on
the weathered wood of this log home

Strip & Brite is a concentrated, water
soluble gel that can be used full
strength or diluted with water. This
two step process will bring the wood
back to its bare, original state.
The first step is a gel that is applied
to the wood, left to activate, then later
is scrubbed, rinsed and/or power
washed off. The second step is a
solution that contains citric acid which
neutralizes any stripper residue, and
re-blondes the wood by returning it to
the proper PH.
The gel is accompanied by a packet
of crystals used to make the solution
for this two step system. The two
solutions are companions in the
stripping process. Strip & Brite is a
biodegradable product and will not
harm vegetation if used according to
directions.

Strip and Brite works magic on weathered decks

A wood fence before and after Strip & Brite
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